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Introduction

The Levels 1-3 Certificate in Practical ICT Skills are qualifications that have been developed
by Education Development International plc (EDI) for the Information Technology sector.
These qualifications have been developed based on the UK National Occupational
Standards for IT Users and are endorsed by e-skills UK, the UK Sector Skills Council for IT
qualifications. These qualifications are relevant to a wide variety of occupational areas.
To offer these qualifications and their assessments you must be registered as an LCCI
Examination Centre.

Qualifications Design
The aims of these qualifications are to allow learners to develop their practical ability and
understanding at the respective level across the areas of:






Word Processing
Spreadsheets
Database
Presentation Software
Email, Internet and IT Security

A total of five units are available at each level. Candidates will be awarded a Unit Certificate
for achieving a Pass, Credit or Distinction in any one of the five units at a level. A full
Certificate is awarded to candidates who achieve a Pass, Credit or Distinction in a minimum
of any two of the five units at a level. Please see the syllabus at each level for detailed
information on the qualification and assessment design.

Target candidates and candidate progression
These qualifications are designed for candidates who wish to:


develop practical ICT skills and apply these skills in a modern business context



progress a career and need appropriate ICT skills to support that career



return to work and need to update their ICT skills.

Candidates may commence with Level 1, and then successfully progress through Level 2 to
the Level 3 Certificate in Practical ICT Skills.

Previous Learning Requirements
There are no formal entry requirements for these qualifications. However, it is
recommended that candidates have a standard of English appropriate to the qualification
level to meet the communication requirements for the qualifications. The standard of
English required for each level is stated in the respective syllabus.
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Delivery Approaches
Designing a learning programme
These qualifications have been designed to enable learning programmes to be developed in
ways that are most suitable for the needs of the learner group.
EDI makes no specific requirements for the way in which learning programmes should be
developed. Those delivering the learning programme should be qualified in the areas they
are teaching, either through previous experience or by formal qualification.
A learning programme can make use of, for example:









Classroom teaching
Research activities
Practical activities
Expert visitors
On-line learning
Student packs
Seminars
Tutorials

We recommend that learning programmes for this qualification should make use of a number
of these approaches, selected according to the needs of the learner group.
Learning programmes can be delivered on a single site on or multiple sites. This will allow
use to be made of specific expertise and resources.

Initial assessment
Initial assessment of learner needs is an essential aspect of planning. As a first stage,
training providers will need to identify the likely needs of target groups. For example, some
learners may be preparing for one of the qualifications with little or no previous experience of
the occupational area; others may be preparing for the qualification with considerable
previous experience and learning. As a second stage, we recommend that initial
assessment also takes place with individual learners to establish prior achievement and to
individualise learning and assessment plans.

Duration of learning programmes
EDI provides suggested Guided Learning Hours in the syllabus for each of these
qualifications. The Guided Learning Hours stated are only recommendations. The actual
number of hours a learner will need to spend on a learning programme will depend on variety
of factors including previous learning and learning style.
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Delivering the Assessments
Online Test - Email, Internet and IT Security
The Email, Internet and IT Security units across all three levels are assessed by online tests
consisting of a combination of emulation tasks, multiple choice and drag and drop items.
EDI has policies and detailed procedures to ensure that all its objective tests are fair and of a
consistent standard. The content of each test is strictly controlled by a ‘test specification’ to
ensure that each test covers the same topics with the same degree of emphasis. Each test
is, therefore, broadly comparable in terms of content and difficulty.
IT Requirements
Centres will need access to the internet in order to deliver the tests and all computers to be
used must have the following minimum specifications:









PCs Windows 98SE, ME, Windows 2000, XP or above + Service Pack 2
Pentium 3 - 2.8 Mhz or above Internet Explorer 5 or higher
800 x 600 screen resolution or higher (optimum viewing 1024 x 768 or higher)
512 MB RAM or above
Macromedia Flash enabled browser
Flash 8 plug-in or higher installed
A minimum of 128K ISDN 2 networked internet connection
Administration rights are needed to upgrade flash plug-ins.

Centres must ensure that each machine complies with the minimum specifications. EDI has
provided a Diagnostics Tool that centres may use to do this. This Diagnostics Tool is located
at: http://www.goalsci.com/flash/diagnostics/index.html.
Each machine must successfully pass each test on the Diagnostics Tool.
Preparing candidates for the test
The best preparation for candidates taking the tests is to ensure that all of the topics in the
syllabus and the related learning outcomes have been covered in your teaching and learning
programme. In this way candidates will be appropriately prepared for the test and will have
covered all of the knowledge, understanding and skills that will be needed for achieving the
qualification.
To help in preparing candidates EDI have provided practice test questions online. These
questions can be viewed by clicking on the link on the qualification pages (qualification
search/ Practical ICT Skills/) of the LCCI website, www.lcci.org.uk .
It is recommended that candidates complete the online practice to gain familiarity with the
test question types, the screen and its facilities.
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Administering the test
A computer room with appropriate computer hardware and software must be used for the
tests. Training providers who do not have a suitable room must ensure that candidates can
go to a location where appropriate facilities exist.
The online test is administered in a similar way as a traditional examination. Each candidate
must sit at an individual PC or laptop and must be seated sufficiently far apart from each
other to prevent collusion. Full guidance on the invigilation of online tests can be found in the
EDI Administrative Procedures for Examinations.
To access the test, instruct candidates to open an Internet Explorer browser and enter
http://campus.ediplc.com/tdf/ into the browser address bar and click on the GO button.
They will then need to correctly enter their login details: Candidate Number, Order Number
and Centre Code. The Candidate Number and Order Number will be generated by CAMPUS
upon registration.
Once candidates are logged in they will see a welcome screen with a ‘START TEST’ button
that they will need to click to enter the testing system. Candidates will then see the
instructions for the test, which they must read. Timing for the test will not begin until
candidates click the ‘forward’ button to actually start the test.
In the unlikely event of a problem with the test itself, please contact IT Technical Support on
+44 (0) 8707 202909 between the hours of 9.00 am and 5.00 pm GMT.

Results
Individual Candidate and Group Score Reports are available within 24 hours after the test.
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Delivering the Assessments

Assignments - Word Processing, Spreadsheets, Database, Presentation
Software
The units of Word Processing, Spreadsheets, Database and Presentation Software across
all three levels are assessed via the completion of practical assignments, which are
supplied by EDI. The syllabus at each level gives an indication of the task formats the
assignment for each application may take and also outlines any associated/required files that
may be supplied.
IT Requirements
In order to deliver these practical assignments, centres must meet the following IT
requirements:


Receive a zip file with a number of files from EDI in it. These files will include:





The candidate’s copy of the assignment
Tutor’s Marking Guide
Required files for the candidate
Tutor’s Worked Files in either Word, Excel, Access or PowerPoint, according to the unit
ordered



Receive a PDF file. The candidate’s copy of the assignment and the tutor marking guidance
will be provided by EDI as a PDF file.



Print out the candidate’s copy of the assignment and give it to candidates as a hard copy at
the start of the assessment session.



Make the “Required files” (such as Word Processing documents) available electronically to
candidates to use in the assignment session. Each candidate must be able to access their
own copy of these files.



Ensure that candidates will be using Microsoft Office Products for the Applications
 Microsoft Word for Word Processing
 Microsoft Excel for Spreadsheets
 Microsoft Access for Database
 Microsoft PowerPoint for Presentation Software


Ensure that candidates can save their work in a secure environment including making
sure that their work will be backed up.



Ensure that candidates cannot view each other’s work electronically. Therefore, if work is
saved onto a network drive, the drive needs to be set up so that each candidate has a
section of the drive which only they and the tutor uploading the candidates’ work can
access. We recommend that each candidate saves their work into a folder set up with the
Unit Name and Level and Date eg Database L1 150607. This will assist centres when
uploading work to the internet portal.
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Upload the candidate’s work to the EDI internet portal, at the end of the assignment
session. Therefore the centre needs access to the internet. EDI recommends that centres
maintain an electronic copy of candidates’ work on their systems until the results have
been issued. Completed assignments should be uploaded to the internet portal using the
log-in details provided by EDI (please contact Customer Services, your Regional Office or
Co-ordinating Authority to receive these details) and the centre will need to select the
relevant order number. A list of candidates registered within that order number will then
be displayed. A candidate should then be selected and the completed assignments
uploaded.



Complete marking of the candidates’ assignments by using the marking scheme and
guidance provided by EDI and by viewing the candidates’ work on the internet portal. The
same log-in details will be needed to view candidates’ work on the portal as that used to
upload candidates’ work. The marking needs to be recorded on a form on the internet
portal.

Preparing candidates for the test
Sample assignments for all levels in Word Processing, Spreadsheets, Database and
Presentation Software are available on www.lcci.org.uk under Qualification Search/Practical
ICT Skills. Additionally, the task formats outlined in each syllabus give an indication as to
what candidates will be expected to do and as such can used in preparing candidates to do
the assessments.
Administering the assignments
A specific assignment version for each unit will be allocated to all candidates within an order,
once they have been registered. The assignment, along with any associated /required files,
will be sent electronically to the centre. Each assignment will have a version number. The
electronic folder will be denoted with this number (eg “WP L1 V1” denotes Word Processing
Level 1 Version 1) and the front page of both the candidate’s copy of the assignment and the
tutor’s marking guidance will state the version number. It is the centre’s responsibility to
ensure that candidates are provided with the correct paper version.
The centre must save the assignment in a secure location, print out copies of the
Candidate’s Copy of the assignment and make this available to the candidates for the
duration of the assessment. Any associated/required files must be made available to the
candidate electronically for the duration of the assignment. The assignment for each unit
must be completed using the appropriate software, within the set duration of time.
Candidates must complete assignments under supervised conditions.
Candidates will be required to save their work using set filenames. Centres must ensure that
a candidate is not able to view electronic files created by other candidates in the course of
completing the assignment.
At the end of the assessment period, all of the candidates’ copies of the assignment paper
must be collected in by the centre and destroyed.
After completion, the centre will need to zip the candidates’ files and upload them to the
Internet Portal: www.ediplc.com/PICTApplications . Centres must ensure that the log-in
details and order number are available to the relevant staff members so that candidates’
work can be uploaded and the marking completed on the internet portal. Marking must be
done within one week of the assignment being completed.
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When the grades have been submitted via the Portal to EDI, moderation will take place
within two weeks. The information about the paper version allocated to the candidate will be
shown on the Internet Portal (see later section) and this will inform the moderator of which
paper version they need to use for moderation. A Moderator’s Report is provided to the
centre through the Portal and can be accessed using the log-in details and order number.
A Guide to using the Internet Portal is given on Page 19 of this Support Pack.
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Marking Guidance for Assignments



The following units all need to be marked by the centre:
Word Processing Level 1-3
Spreadsheets Level 1-3
Database Level 1-3
Presentation Software Level 1-3



EDI supplies ‘Tutor’s Marking Guidance’ for each assignment. Worked Files of
assignments in Excel, Access, Word and PowerPoint will also be provided.



The candidate’s completed assignment should be marked against the Tutor’s Marking
Guidance and the Worked Files.



Errors should be identified using the Grading and Marking Scheme outlined on pages 12
– 19. The number of errors determines the grade. The Manuscript Correction Signs
given on the next page (page 10) will help in identifying instruction errors.



In order for EDI to view the candidate’s work and your marking, you need to use the
Internet Portal: www.ediplc.com/PICTApplications .



Detailed guidance on using the portal is provided later in this pack. The following steps
provide an overview.
1 You need to zip all files relating to a candidate’s assignment eg in Word
Processing Level 1. This zip file then needs to be uploaded to the Internet
portal to enable the moderator to view the candidate’s work.
2 You need to record your marking on the online marking forms (examples of
these forms are provided in Appendix 1 of this pack). This enables the
moderator to view your marking.



After you have marked the work, EDI will moderate.
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Word Processing Assignments – Manuscript Correction Signs
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Marking and Grading Schemes
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LEVEL 1 CERTIFICATE IN PRACTICAL ICT SKILLS – MARKING AND GRADING SCHEME
WORD PROCESSING
LEVEL 1
IMMEDIATE
FAIL




any file omitted
more than 10 consecutive
words omitted

ERRORS
See ERROR
GUIDE overleaf
for detailed list of
errors.
The GRADES for
the error total for
each assignment
are shown below









any file omitted
figures used instead of a formula
in formulae display, more than 4
incomplete formulae
incorrect sort or not done
more than 2 wrong formulae and 1
wrong replication
row/column not deleted
row/column not inserted

DATABASE LEVEL 1











any file omitted
field not deleted
field not inserted
incorrect query (eg wrong criteria /
wrong fields chosen)
no amendments made to table
omitted data entry form
primary sort not done
record not added
record not deleted
report not in report format

PRESENTATION
SOFTWARE LEVEL 1





any file omitted
graphic omitted
incomplete slide show
more than 2 bulleted phrases
omitted

Note: Markers must use their judgement as to what constitutes additional errors i.e. not listed in Error Guide
An error is defined as:



An incorrect, omitted or additional character(s) within a word, number or formula
An instruction ignored or incorrectly performed (eg line spacing change, full justification)

Where specific countries use the comma instead of the decimal point, there is no penalty.

WORD PROCESSING
DISTINCTION

Up to 2 minor errors
(keyboarding errors* or blank line omitted)

CREDIT

1 – 6 errors (unless distinction awarded)

FAIL

Any of the FAIL items or more than 12 errors

PASS

7 – 12 errors

SPREADSHEET

DATABASE

PRESENTATION
SOFTWARE

Up to 2 minor errors (keyboarding errors * or blank line omitted or 1 item not emboldened)
1 – 6 errors (unless
distinction awarded)
Any of the FAIL items or
more than 12 errors
7 – 12 errors

* Note: Keying in errors in text only, not figures.
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Any of the FAIL items or more than 12
errors

1 – 6 errors (unless distinction
awarded)
Any of the FAIL items or more than
12 errors

7 – 12 errors

7 – 12 errors

1 – 6 errors (unless distinction awarded)

Marking Guidance – Error Guide for Level 1 Units

If any of the
bulleted points
apply, FAIL the
candidate,
irrespective of
how few other
errors are
involved

SPREADSHEET LEVEL 1

GRADES AND
ERRORS
Providing the
candidate has not
incurred an
IMMEDIATE FAIL
(see previous page),
mark the errors in
each task within the
assignment.
Penalise 1 error for
each occurrence of
each bullet point
An original error
repeated should not
be penalised again,
nor should a new
compounded error
due to this original
error
Record the number
of errors on the
online form on the
EDI internet portal.

WORD PROCESSING LEVEL 1





























any keyboarding error
1 error for incorrect wording or other error in
each sub heading
2 paragraphs not run on together
added text
any or all sub headings omitted, or not bold
dash or hyphen incorrect
date omitted (any format)
day inserted in the date
heading omitted, not bold, not centred or
other error(s) – maximum 1 penalty
inconsistent line spacing
incorrect borders or placement
incorrect formatting, per instruction
misplaced text/or added text
new paragraph not formed
no line space between heading and table
body unless shown as such in table
non-use of table (tab used)
shading omitted
shape graphic wrong size / in wrong position
shape/graphic not imported
text alignment not as instructed
text copied instead of moved
text not moved
wrong case (word or sentence)
wrong filename allocated
wrong line spacing – 1 error per instruction
wrong margin/or margins
wrong text or text omitted at head or foot of
page (per instance)

SPREADSHEET LEVEL 1





















any keyboarding error
each column not formatted
whether for currency,
numbers or dates
each column width too
narrow**
each formula truncated in the
column (up to a maximum of
4)
each incorrect formula
each label (figures) omitted in
chart
each replicated column for
this formula (but see FAIL)
each subtotal figures omitted
each subtotal text omitted
error in item date/time
grand total figures omitted
grand total text omitted
heading or data at foot of
page omitted
secondary sort not done or
incorrect
text alignment not as
instructed
unrequested sort even if
correctly done
unwanted total or amount
when not requested (each
instance)
wrong case (word or
sentence)
wrong format (1 word or
many)

DATABASE LEVEL 1













any keyboarding error
(counted as 1 error if many
errors in the same word)
each amendment not done
(but see FAIL instructions)
each column not formatted
each column too narrow**
incorrect field(s) in display
omission of primary key ID
column in first display/task
record order in report not in
same order as in query
text alignment not as
instructed
unrequested sort even if
correctly done
wrong case (word or
sentence)
wrong sort (ascending
instead of descending and
vice versa)

PRESENTATION
SOFTWARE LEVEL 1





















any keyboarding error
background not applied
border omitted
bulleted phrases in wrong
order or each transposition
each bulleted phrase
omitted or wrong
each bulleted phrase
without bullet
each label (figures) omitted
in chart
inappropriate image/graphic
incorrect heading (1 word or
many) 1 error maximum
omission of heading
poor assembly of shapes
shading omitted
sizes not approximately
near the specified sizing
slides in wrong order
text alignment not as
instructed
wrong case (word or
sentence)
wrong image alignment
wrong line spacing – 1 error
per instruction
wrong shape imported

** Please note the following point in relation to Spreadsheets and Database assignments: if the column width is too narrow to display data then the candidate
should be penalised under ‘each column width too narrow’. However you should expand the column to check the data entered within the column and mark the data
entered and return it to its original state on closure.
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LEVELS 2 CERTIFICATE IN PRACTICAL ICT SKILLS – MARKING AND GRADING SCHEME

IMMEDIATE FAIL
If any of the bulleted points
apply, FAIL the candidate,
irrespective of how few
other errors are involved





WORD PROCESSING
LEVEL 2

SPREADSHEETS LEVEL
2

any file omitted
more than 10 consecutive
words omitted
non-use of tables (tab used)












ERRORS

any file omitted
“if” statement not used or
incorrect
absolute formulae not used
at all
figures used instead of a
formula
incorrect primary
sort/secondary sort
more than 2 wrong formulae
and 1 wrong replication
primary/secondary sort not
done
row/column not deleted
row/column of data not
inserted
template hopelessly wrong

PRESENTATION
SOFTWARE
LEVEL 2

DATABASE LEVEL 2










any file omitted/ not exported
any incomplete display
field/column not deleted
field/column not inserted
incorrect query selection
primary sort not done or
incorrect
record not added
record not deleted
report omitted or not in report
format










any file omitted
action button missing
animations/transitions not
inserted
any slide(s) omitted (except
blank slide)
graphic omitted or incomplete
hyperlinks not created
more than 2 bulleted phrases
omitted in the same slide
object missing

See ERROR GUIDE
overleaf for detailed list of
errors.

Note: Markers must use their judgement as to what constitutes additional errors i.e. not listed in Error Guide. Refer also to Level 1 Marking Guide
for additional errors to be taken into account.
An error is defined as:
 An incorrect, omitted or additional character(s) within a word, number or formula
 An instruction ignored or incorrectly performed (eg line spacing change, full justification)

The GRADES for the error
total for each assignment
are shown below.

Where specific countries use the comma instead of the decimal point, there is no penalty.

WORD PROCESSING

SPREADSHEET

DATABASE

PRESENTATION
SOFTWARE

DISTINCTION

Up to 2 minor errors (keyboarding
errors* or blank line omitted)

Up to 2 minor errors (keyboarding errors * or blank line omitted or 1 item not emboldened)

CREDIT

1 – 6 errors (unless distinction
awarded)

1 – 6 errors (unless distinction
awarded)

1 – 6 errors (unless distinction
awarded)

1 – 6 errors (unless distinction
awarded)

PASS

7 – 12 errors

7 – 12 errors

7 – 12 errors

7 – 12 errors

FAIL

Any of the FAIL items or more than
12 errors

Any of the FAIL items or more
than 12 errors

Any of the FAIL items or more than
12 errors

Any of the FAIL items or more
than 12 errors
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GRADES AND
ERRORS
Providing the candidate
has not incurred an
IMMEDIATE FAIL (see
previous page), mark the
errors in each task within
the assignment.
Penalise 1 error for each
bullet point
An original error repeated
should not be penalised
again, nor should a new
compounded error due to
this original error.
Record the number of
errors on the online form
on the EDI internet portal.

.

WORD PROCESSING
LEVEL 2































any keyboarding error
additional text (up to 5 words)
columns not used/formatted
failure to amend table contents
failure to amend table sequence
failure to fit text on one page
failure to merge/split cells in table
fancy bullets omitted
file not inserted in correct folder
header/footer misplaced
header/footer omitted
header/footer text error
incorrect formatting, per
instruction
incorrect paper orientation
inserted files in wrong position
new folder not created
non use of template
non-use of inserted files
non-use of styles
omission of border
omission of shading
omitted text (up to 9 words)
omitted/incorrect page border
table columns not added/deleted
text / monetary items not aligned
correctly
transposed text
wrong case (word or sentence)
wrong filename allocated
wrong line spacing
wrong margin

SPREADSHEETS LEVEL 2

























any keyboarding error
chart data based on wrong
figures
each column width too narrow**
each column/row not formatted
each incorrect formula
each omission of subtotal figures
error in absolute formula
filter not done when requested
grand total text or figures omitted
gridlines not hidden/not inserted
when instructed
heading omitted
incorrect axis label / orientation
information entered into incorrect
rows/columns
no heading or chart headings
no labels in chart
no task number
omission of all occurrences of the
word “subtotal” is 1 error
omitted or misplaced graphic
replicated formula - (but see
FAIL)
text alignment not as instructed
unrequested total or amount
wrong filename allocated
wrong format (text or figures)
wrong type of chart

PRESENTATION
SOFTWARE LEVEL 2

DATABASE LEVEL 2
















abbreviated data
any keyboarding error
each column not
formatted
each column width too
narrow**
extra field(s) -displayed
field headings not in given
order on queries and
reports
omission of a footer
primary Key ID omitted
from first display
report not modified as
instructed
secondary sort not done or
incorrect
text alignment not as
instructed
wrong case (word or
sentence
wrong data in lookup
table – each instance
wrong filename allocated
wrong formatting (1 word
or many)




















animations/transitions/timings
incorrectly inserted
any keyboarding error
background not applied
consistently
blank slide not inserted
fancy bullets omitted
graphic omitted
header/footer/slide
number/date missing
image not manipulated
inconsistent heading, sub-head
and bullet text style alignment
incorrect line spacing
incorrect link created
slides not formatted as
specified per instruction
slides not re-ordered
speaker notes not added or
added incorrectly
template design not applied at
all or inconsistently
text not inserted as specified
wrong case (word or sentence)
wrong filename allocated

** Please note the following point in relation to Spreadsheets and Database assignments: if the column width is too narrow to display data then the candidate
should be penalised under ‘each column width too narrow’. However you should expand the column to check the data entered within the column and mark the data
entered.
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LEVELS 3 CERTIFICATE IN PRACTICAL ICT SKILLS – MARKING AND GRADING SCHEME
WORD PROCESSING
LEVEL 3
IMMEDIATE
FAIL
If any of the
bulleted points
apply, FAIL the
candidate, even if
there are no other
errors or only a
few errors in
addition to the
Immediate Fail
points










any file omitted
documents not linked when
requested
failure to produce 2 merged
letters via query / filter option
failure to produce datafile
failure to use merge fields in
standard letter
more than 10 consecutive
words omitted
non-use of index/table of
contents
non-use of styles

SPREADSHEET LEVEL 3















ERRORS
See ERROR
GUIDE overleaf
for detailed list of
errors.
The GRADES for
the error total for
each assignment
are shown on the
next page.

any file omitted
“IF” statement not used or
incorrect
chart based on incorrect data
charts in wrong type of format
field/column not deleted
field/column not inserted
figures used instead of a formula
incomplete formulae printout
incorrect pivot table
incorrect sort (primary or
secondary) / or sort omitted
More than 1 wrong formula with
1 wrong replication
no absolute cells used when
instructed
spreadsheet data not linked or
combined
Spreadsheet not exported when
instructed

DATABASE LEVEL 3











any file omitted
data entry form omitted
field not inserted
field not deleted
incorrect query selection
primary/secondary sort not
done or incorrect
record not added
record not deleted
report/data screen not in
specified format
tables not linked

PRESENTATION
SOFTWARE LEVEL 3











any file omitted
graphic omitted
hyperlinks not created
imported/embedded
object from different
software package not
included
master slide not created
sound file omitted
speaker’s note omitted
time-line based tools not
used
video clip omitted

Note: Markers must use their judgement as to what constitutes additional errors i.e. not listed in Error Guide. . Refer also to Level 1 Marking
Guide for additional errors to be taken into account.
An error is defined as:
An incorrect, omitted or additional character(s) within a word, number or formula
An instruction ignored or incorrectly performed (eg line spacing change, full justification)
Where specific countries use the comma instead of the decimal point, there is no penalty.
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WORD PROCESSING

SPREADSHEET

DATABASE

PRESENTATION
SOFTWARE

DISTINCTION

Up to 2 minor errors (keyboarding errors*
or blank line omitted)

Up to 2 minor errors (keyboarding errors * or blank line omitted or 1 item not emboldened)

CREDIT

1 – 6 errors (unless distinction awarded)

1 – 6 errors (unless distinction awarded)

1 – 6 errors (unless distinction
awarded)

1 – 6 errors (unless distinction
awarded)

PASS

7 – 12 errors

7 – 12 errors

7 – 12 errors

7 – 12 errors

FAIL

Any of the FAIL items or more than 12 errors

Any of the FAIL items or more than 12 errors

Any of the FAIL items or more than 12
errors

Any of the FAIL items or more
than 12 errors

* Note: Keying in errors in text only, not figures.

Penalise 1 error for each bullet point
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GRADES AND
ERRORS
Providing the candidate
has not incurred an
IMMEDIATE FAIL (see
previous page), mark the
errors in each task within
the assignment.
Penalise 1 error for each
bullet point
An original error repeated
should not be penalised
again. Nor should a new
compounded error due to
this original error.

Record the number of
errors on the online form
on the EDI internet portal

WORD PROCESSING
LEVEL 3






























additional text (up to 5 words)
any keyboarding error
confused/misplaced merge
fields
errors within index/table of
contents
failure to change text orientation
failure to create hyperlink
failure to import object/file/image
failure to indent text
failure to insert page/section
breaks
failure to merge/split cells in
table
fancy bullets omitted
file not inserted in correct folder
file not read-only when
instructed
header/footer misplaced
header/footer omitted
header/footer text error
inconsistent date format in same
task
incorrect design of style
incorrect formatting
incorrect margin(s)
incorrect positioning of inserted
text
incorrect properties
incorrect/inconsistent line
spacing
incorrect/omitted page number
new folder not created
no conversion between text and
table when requested
non-creation of new template
non-use of borders
non-use of bullets



















a column not formatted
whether for currency,
numbers or dates
any keyboarding error
each column of replication for
this formula (but see FAIL)
each column width too
narrow**
each formula truncated in the
column (up to a maximum of
4)
each wrong or omitted chart
label or heading
grand total omitted
grand total text omitted
heading omitted or any
heading errors
heading omitted or with errors
inclusion of a total or amount
when not requested (each
instance)
incorrect axis label /
orientation
incorrect formatting, (word(s),
figures, decimals or currency
or merged cells)
subtotal figures/text omitted
the first incorrect formula
wrong alignment of text or
figures in column
wrong line spacing – 1 error
per instruction

PRESENTATION
SOFTWARE
LEVEL 3

DATABASE
LEVEL 3

SPREADSHEET LEVEL 3


















any keyboarding error
(counted as 1 error if
many errors in the same
word)
each column not formatted
each column width too
narrow**
failure to save file as
field headings in wrong
order
fields in wrong order
grand total omitted
grand total text omitted
graphic omitted altogether
omission of a footer or
header
omission of a heading
rtf /html when requested
subtotal omitted, each
instance
text alignment in columns
not as instructed
wrong case (word or
sentence)
wrong formatting (1 word
or many)
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any keyboarding error
background not selected or
applied as instructed each
instance
design template not
applied
existing/new file not saved
in appropriate format
manipulated as instructed,
no evidence of master slide
or different formatting
techniques
no evidence that
sound/video files have
been edited correctly
not saved as a stand-alone
show
only 1 template used
pictures/objects/shapes/lin
es not inserted/resized/
presentation does not look
professional
presentation not exported
into word processing
format
slide layout not adapted
using bullets, borders,
shading, numbering and
colours
slide transitions not applied
as instructed
slides not
added/deleted/moved as
instructed, each instance
sound/video not adjusted
as instructed
text not
inserted/manipulated as
instructed, each instance

WORD PROCESSING
LEVEL 3











SPREADSHEET LEVEL 3

PRESENTATION
SOFTWARE
LEVEL 3

DATABASE
LEVEL 3


non-use of comments
omission/error in shading
omitted text (up to 9 words)
omitted/incorrect bookmark
omitted/incorrect caption
omitted/incorrect
footnote/endnote
omitted/incorrect watermark
text alignment not as instructed
wrong case (word or sentence)
wrong filename allocated





text/objects not aligned as
instructed
timing of animations is
unsuitable
timings not applied as
instructed
wrong case (word or
sentence)

** Please note the following point in relation to Spreadsheets and Database assignments: if the column width is too narrow to display data then the candidate should be penalised
under ‘each column width too narrow’. However you should expand the column to check the data entered within the column and mark the data entered and return it to its original
state on closure.
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Marking Guidance – Error Guide for Level 3 Units

GRADES AND
ERRORS

GUIDE TO USING THE INTERNET PORTAL
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Guide to Using the Internet Portal – Logging In
When the candidate has completed the assignment, the centre needs to upload their
completed work to the internet portal and record their marking on this portal.
The portal can be accessed on: www.ediplc.com/PICTApplications
Logging In
Log-in details can be obtained from Customer Services, your Regional Office or Coordinating Authority.

Please note that you will be logged out of the portal after 30 minutes of inactivity.
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Guide to Using the Internet Portal – Finding an Order
Finding an Order
You will then be presented with a list of all Registration IDs relating to the Practical ICT Skills
Qualifications.
The Order Number, Unit code and unit title are displayed.

Choose the unit you wish to mark and click on ‘Select’

The number of orders within each
Registration ID will be shown
here.
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Guide to Using the Internet Portal – Finding an Order continued

Uploading a Candidate’s Work
You will now see a list of all candidates registered under that order number. In the screen
below, one candidate has been registered.
The top part of the screen shows details relating to the order.
The screen also shows which paper version the candidates have been assigned.
The current status for this order is ‘unmarked’ and ‘unmoderated’.

Click on this symbol to upload the candidate’s completed assignments to this internet portal.
In this instance the candidate to be marked is Adiel Clarke.
Please note: You must zip the candidate’s work and upload the zip file.
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Guide to Using the Internet Portal – Uploading a Candidate’s Work
continued
You will then see the following screen.

Click on ‘Browse’ to find the zip file you need to upload for the chosen candidate
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Guide to Using the Internet Portal – Uploading a Candidate’s Work
continued
Browse and select the zip file which needs uploading. Then click ‘Open’.
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Guide to Using the Internet Portal – Uploading a Candidate’s Work
continued
The zip file you selected will be shown in the File window.

.

To upload this file, first click on ‘Upload’ and then ‘Finished’.
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Guide to Using the Internet Portal – Uploading a Candidate’s Work
continued
You will then be taken back to the screen which shows all the candidates within the order.
The zip file uploaded will now be listed under the specific candidate’s name.

If a candidate has been absent click the ‘Absent’ button to indicate that the candidate did not
take the assignment. (This process is reversible if the button is accidently clicked).
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Viewing the Candidate’s Work
Clicking on the ‘+’/’-‘ next to the candidate’s name will hide or display the uploaded zip file.

To view the completed work of this candidate, double click on the zip file. Use the Marking
and Grading Schemes provided in this Support Pack (pages 11 -19) to mark the candidate’s
work.
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Guide to Using the Internet Portal – Recording Your Marking
Recording Your Marking
To record your marking for this candidate, click on this symbol to view the Online Marking
Sheet.
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Guide to Using the Internet Portal – Recording Your Marking continued
The top section of the Marking Sheet provides information about the details for this candidate
and this order.
The Centre Grade is currently ‘Unmarked’.

The next section, relates to ‘Immediate Fail’. If any of these points apply to the candidate,
click in the box to the left of the point and a tick will appear. Please write a comment to clarify
why the box has been ticked.
If these points don’t apply, scroll down the sheet to record the other identified errors.
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Guide to Using the Internet Portal – Recording Your Marking continued
This part of the page, relates to ‘Errors’.
Enter the number of errors of each type in the box on the left and give a further explanation
in the comments box to indicate where these errors are.
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Guide to Using the Internet Portal – Recording Your Marking continued
The bottom of the marking page has buttons which enable you to:


‘Save’ - this will add up all the errors you have entered and work out the grade. The
information you have entered will be saved. This will leave you on this page but will
display the top of the page showing the grade.



‘Finished’ - this will do the same as above but will take you back to the previous
page showing all candidates within an order.



‘Absent’ - click this if the candidate did not take the assignment.



‘Back’ - this will take you back to the previous page showing all candidates within an
order but will not save your changes.
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Guide to Using the Internet Portal – Recording Your Marking continued
Here is an example of an immediate fail.
The immediate fail error has been ticked and an explanation given.
The user has pressed the ‘Save’ button.
This has updated the Centre Grade to ‘Fail (1 immediate fail)’.
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Guide to Using the Internet Portal – Recording Your Marking continued
Here is an example of a candidate who did not immediately fail, but who made 2 other errors.
The number of errors of each type have been entered and an explanation given.
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Guide to Using the Internet Portal – Recording Your Marking continued
The user has now pressed the ‘Save’ button and the Centre Grade has been updated to
Credit (1 error, 1 minor error).
Note: If a candidate has made no errors just click the ‘Save’ button and the candidate will be
graded as Distinction (no errors).

Pressing ‘Finished’ or ‘Back’ will take you back to the previous page showing all candidates
for the order.
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Guide to Using the Internet Portal – Submitting Marks to EDI
Submitting Marks to EDI
When ALL candidates within an order have been marked, click ‘Submit’ (you will not be able
to submit unless all candidates are marked).
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Guide to Using the Internet Portal – Submitting Marks to EDI continued
A box will then appear enabling you to record any points which you want the moderator to be
aware of. You do not have to enter anything into this box.
You will then need to click ‘Submit’ again
Note: At any point before you press Submit, you will be able to make amendments. You will
be able to save your changes, leave the system and return to make further amendments.
However once you press ‘Submit’, marks will be passed to EDI. You will no longer be
able to make any amendments
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Guide to Using the Internet Portal – Submitting Marks to EDI continued
Once you have pressed ‘Submit’ you will be able to look at the order and see that the status
is now ‘Centre Marked’ instead of ‘Not Submitted’.

You can click on this symbol to see your marking but you will not be able to make any
amendments.
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Guide to Using the Internet Portal – After Moderation
After Moderation
After you have pressed submit, the EDI moderator is able to log-in to the portal and view the
candidate’s work and your marking. They will make any adjustments and submit their
moderation to EDI.
You will be able to log back into the internet portal and you will see that the status of the
order is now ‘Moderated’ instead of ‘Centre Marked’
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Guide to Using Internet Portal – After Moderation continued
On this page, you will see the grade you awarded the Candidate and the Moderated Grade.
This moderated grade will be the grade on the Certificate.

If you click on this symbol, you will see your original marking for each candidate.
You will be able to view the Moderator’s report which should highlight any areas for you to be
aware of in relation to your marking.
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APPENDIX 1
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Appendix 1 – Online Marking Forms

Online Marking Forms
These forms are copies of the marking forms which need to be completed on the Internet
Portal; www.ediplc.com/PICTApplications
The forms should be filled in directly online. However they have been reproduced here for
centres that may prefer to complete the form on paper and then enter the data into the online
form. If you intend to use the forms in this way, we suggest you photocopy them.
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Appendix 1 – Online Marking Forms

Level 1 Word Processing Online Form
Immediate Fails
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any file omitted
more than 10
consecutive words
omitted
Providing the candidate has not incurred an IMMEDIATE FAIL (above), mark the errors in each task
within the assignment.
Penalise 1 error for each bullet point
An original error repeated should not be penalised again, nor should a new compounded error due to
this original error.
Markers must use their judgement as to what constitutes additional errors i.e. not listed in the Marking
and Grading Scheme and record these under ‘other’ with an explanation.
An error is defined as:




An incorrect, omitted or additional character(s) within a word, number or formula
An instruction ignored or incorrectly performed (eg line spacing change, full justification)

Where specific countries use the comma instead of the decimal point, there is no penalty.
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Online Marking Forms

Level 1 Word Processing Online Form Continued
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any keyboarding error
1 error for incorrect wording or
other error in each sub heading
2 paragraphs not run on together
added text
any or all sub headings omitted, or
not bold
dash or hyphen incorrect
date omitted (any format)
day inserted in the date
heading omitted, not bold, not
centred or other error(s) –
maximum 1 penalty
inconsistent line spacing
incorrect borders or placement
incorrect formatting, per instruction
misplaced text/or added text
new paragraph not formed
no line space between heading and
table body unless shown as such in
table
non-use of table (tab used)
shading omitted
shape graphic wrong size / in wrong
position
shape/graphic not imported
text alignment not as instructed
text copied instead of moved
text not moved
wrong case (word or sentence)
wrong filename allocated
wrong line spacing – 1 error per
instruction
wrong margin/or margins
wrong text or text omitted at head
or foot of page (per instance)
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Online Marking Forms

Level 1 Spreadsheets Online Form
Immediate Fails
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any file omitted
figures used instead of a
formula
in formulae display,
more than 4 incomplete
formulae
incorrect sort or not
done
more than 2 wrong
formulae and 1 wrong
replication
row/column not deleted
row/column not inserted
Providing the candidate has not incurred an IMMEDIATE FAIL (above), mark the errors in each task
within the assignment.
Penalise 1 error for each bullet point.
An original error repeated should not be penalised again, nor should a new compounded error due to
this original error.
Markers must use their judgement as to what constitutes additional errors i.e. not listed in the Marking
and Grading Scheme and record these under ‘other’ with an explanation.
An error is defined as:




An incorrect, omitted or additional character(s) within a word, number or formula
An instruction ignored or incorrectly performed (eg line spacing change, full justification)

Where specific countries use the comma instead of the decimal point, there is no penalty.
Please note the following point in relation to Spreadsheets assignments: if the column width is too
narrow to display data then the candidate should be penalised under ‘each column width too narrow’.
However you should expand the column to check the data entered within the column and mark the data
entered.
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Online Marking Forms

Level 1 Spreadsheets Online Form Continued
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any keyboarding error
each column not
formatted whether for
currency, numbers or
dates
each column width too
narrow**
each formula truncated in
the column (up to a
maximum of 4)
each incorrect formula
each label (figures)
omitted in chart
each replicated column
for this formula (but see
FAIL)
each subtotal figures
omitted
each subtotal text
omitted
error in item date/time
grand total figures
omitted
grand total text omitted
heading or data at foot of
page omitted
secondary sort not done
or incorrect
text alignment not as
instructed
unrequested sort even if
correctly done
unwanted total or amount
when not requested
(each instance)
wrong case (word or
sentence)
wrong format (1 word or
many)
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Online Marking Forms

Level 1 Database Online Form
Immediate Fails
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any file omitted
field not deleted
field not inserted
incorrect query (eg
wrong criteria / wrong
fields chosen)
no amendments made to
table
omitted data entry form
primary sort not done
record not added
record not deleted
report not in report
format
Providing the candidate has not incurred an IMMEDIATE FAIL (above), mark the errors in each task
within the assignment.
Penalise 1 error for each bullet point.
An original error repeated should not be penalised again, nor should a new compounded error due to
this original error.
Markers must use their judgement as to what constitutes additional errors i.e. not listed in the Marking
and Grading Scheme and record these under ‘other’ with an explanation.
An error is defined as:




An incorrect, omitted or additional character(s) within a word, number or formula
An instruction ignored or incorrectly performed (eg line spacing change, full justification)

Where specific countries use the comma instead of the decimal point, there is no penalty.
Please note the following point in relation to Databases assignments: if the column width is too narrow
to display data then the candidate should be penalised under ‘each column width too narrow’. However
you should expand the column to check the data entered within the column and mark the data entered.
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Online Marking Forms

Level 1 Database Online Form Continued
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any keyboarding error (counted as
1 error if many errors in the same
word)
each amendment not done (but
see FAIL instructions)
each column not formatted
each column too narrow**
incorrect field(s) in display
omission of primary key ID column
in first display/task
record order in report not in same
order as in query
text alignment not as instructed
unrequested sort even if correctly
done
wrong case (word or sentence)
wrong sort (ascending instead of
descending and vice versa)
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Online Marking Forms

Level 1 Presentation Software Online Form
Immediate Fails
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any file omitted
graphic omitted
incomplete slide show
more than 2 bulleted
phrases omitted
Providing the candidate has not incurred an IMMEDIATE FAIL (above), mark the errors in each task within the
assignment.
Penalise 1 error for each bullet point.
An original error repeated should not be penalised again, nor should a new compounded error due to this original
error.
Markers must use their judgement as to what constitutes additional errors i.e. not listed in the Marking and
Grading Scheme and record these under ‘other’ with an explanation.
An error is defined as:




An incorrect, omitted or additional character(s) within a word, number or formula
An instruction ignored or incorrectly performed (eg line spacing change, full justification)

Where specific countries use the comma instead of the decimal point, there is no penalty.
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Online Marking Forms

Level 1 Presentation Software Online Form Continued
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any keyboarding error
background not applied
border omitted
bulleted phrases in wrong
order or each
transposition
each bulleted phrase
omitted or wrong
each bulleted phrase
without bullet
each label (figures)
omitted in chart
inappropriate
image/graphic
incorrect heading (1 word
or many) 1 error
maximum
omission of heading
poor assembly of shapes
shading omitted
sizes not approximately
near the specified sizing
slides in wrong order
text alignment not as
instructed
wrong case (word or
sentence)
wrong image alignment
wrong line spacing – 1
error per instruction
wrong shape imported
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Online Marking Forms

Level 2 Word Processing Online Form
Immediate Fails
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any file omitted
more than 10
consecutive words
omitted
non- use of table (tab
used)

Providing the candidate has not incurred an IMMEDIATE FAIL (above), mark the errors in each task
within the assignment.
Penalise 1 error for each bullet point.
An original error repeated should not be penalised again, nor should a new compounded error due to
this original error.
Markers must use their judgement as to what constitutes additional errors i.e. not listed in the Marking
and Grading Scheme and record these under ‘other’ with an explanation.
An error is defined as:




An incorrect, omitted or additional character(s) within a word, number or formula
An instruction ignored or incorrectly performed (eg line spacing change, full justification)

Where specific countries use the comma instead of the decimal point, there is no penalty.
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Online Marking Forms
Level 2 Word Processing Online Form Continued
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any keyboarding error
additional text (up to 5
words)
columns not
used/formatted
failure to amend table
contents
failure to amend table
sequence
failure to fit text on one
page
failure to merge/split cells
in table
fancy bullets omitted
file not inserted in correct
folder
header/footer misplaced
header/footer omitted
header/footer text error
incorrect formatting, per
instruction
incorrect paper
orientation
inserted files in wrong
position
new folder not created
non use of template
non-use of inserted files
non-use of styles
omission of border
omission of shading
omitted text (up to 9
words)
omitted/incorrect page
border
table columns not
added/deleted
text / monetary items not
aligned correctly
transposed text
wrong case (word or
sentence)
wrong filename allocated
wrong line spacing
wrong margin
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Online Marking Forms

Level 2 Spreadsheets Online Form
Immediate Fails
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any file omitted
“if” statement not used
or incorrect
absolute formulae not
used at all
figures used instead of a
formula
incorrect primary
sort/secondary sort
more than 2 wrong
formulae and 1 wrong
replication
primary/secondary sort
not done
row/column not deleted
row/column of data not
inserted
template hopelessly
wrong
Providing the candidate has not incurred an IMMEDIATE FAIL (above), mark the errors in each task
within the assignment.
Penalise 1 error for each bullet point.
An original error repeated should not be penalised again, nor should a new compounded error due to
this original error.
Markers must use their judgement as to what constitutes additional errors i.e. not listed in the Marking
and Grading Scheme and record these under ‘other’ with an explanation.
An error is defined as:




An incorrect, omitted or additional character(s) within a word, number or formula
An instruction ignored or incorrectly performed (eg line spacing change, full justification)

Where specific countries use the comma instead of the decimal point, there is no penalty.
Please note the following point in relation to Spreadsheets assignments: if the column width is too
narrow to display data then the candidate should be penalised under ‘each column width too narrow’.
However you should expand the column to check the data entered within the column and mark the data
entered.
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Online Marking Forms

Level 2 Spreadsheets Online Form Continued
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any keyboarding error
chart data based on
wrong figures
each column width too
narrow**
each column/row not
formatted
each incorrect formula
each omission of
subtotal figures
error in absolute formula
filter not done when
requested
grand total text or
figures omitted
gridlines not hidden/not
inserted when instructed
heading omitted
incorrect axis label /
orientation
information entered into
incorrect rows/columns
no heading or chart
headings
no labels in chart
no task number
omission of all
occurrences of the word
“subtotal” is 1 error
omitted or misplaced
graphic
replicated formula - (but
see FAIL)
text alignment not as
instructed
unrequested total or
amount
wrong filename allocated
wrong format (text or
figures)
wrong type of chart
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Online Marking Forms

Level 2 Database Online Form
Immediate Fails
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any file omitted / not
exported
any incomplete display
field/column not deleted
field/column not inserted
incorrect query selection
primary sort not done or
incorrect
record not added
record not deleted
report omitted or not in
report format
Providing the candidate has not incurred an IMMEDIATE FAIL (above), mark the errors in each task
within the assignment.
Penalise 1 error for each bullet point.
An original error repeated should not be penalised again, nor should a new compounded error due to
this original error.
Markers must use their judgement as to what constitutes additional errors i.e. not listed in the Marking
and Grading Scheme and record these under ‘other’ with an explanation.
An error is defined as:




An incorrect, omitted or additional character(s) within a word, number or formula
An instruction ignored or incorrectly performed (eg line spacing change, full justification)

Where specific countries use the comma instead of the decimal point, there is no penalty.
Please note the following point in relation to Database assignments: if the column width is too narrow to
display data then the candidate should be penalised under ‘each column width too narrow’. However
you should expand the column to check the data entered within the column and mark the data entered.
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Online Marking Forms

Level 2 Databases Online Form Continued
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

abbreviated data
any keyboarding error
each column not
formatted
each column width too
narrow**
extra field(s) -displayed
field headings not in
given order on queries
and reports
omission of a footer
primary Key ID omitted
from first display
report not modified as
instructed
secondary sort not done
or incorrect
text alignment not as
instructed
wrong case (word or
sentence
wrong data in lookup
table – each instance
wrong filename allocated
wrong formatting (1
word or many)
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Online Marking Forms

Level 2 Presentation Software Online Form
Immediate Fails
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any file omitted
action button missing
animations/transitions not
inserted
any slide(s) omitted (except
blank slide)
graphic omitted or
incomplete
hyperlinks not created
more than 2 bulleted
phrases omitted in the same
slide
object missing
Providing the candidate has not incurred an IMMEDIATE FAIL (above), mark the errors in each task
within the assignment.
Penalise 1 error for each bullet point.
An original error repeated should not be penalised again, nor should a new compounded error due to
this original error.
Markers must use their judgement as to what constitutes additional errors i.e. not listed in the Marking
and Grading Scheme and record these under ‘other’ with an explanation.
An error is defined as:




An incorrect, omitted or additional character(s) within a word, number or formula
An instruction ignored or incorrectly performed (eg line spacing change, full justification)

Where specific countries use the comma instead of the decimal point, there is no penalty.
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Online Marking Forms

Level 2 Presentation Software Online Form Continued
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

animations/transitions/timings
incorrectly inserted
any keyboarding error
background not applied
consistently
blank slide not inserted
fancy bullets omitted
graphic omitted
header/footer/slide
number/date missing
image not manipulated
inconsistent heading, subhead and bullet text style
alignment
incorrect line spacing
incorrect link created
slides not formatted as
specified per instruction
slides not re-ordered
speaker notes not added or
added incorrectly
template design not applied at
all or inconsistently
text not inserted as specified
wrong case (word or sentence)
wrong filename allocated
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Online Marking Forms

Level 3 Word Processing Online Form
Immediate Fails
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any file omitted
documents not linked
when requested
failure to produce 2
merged letters via query
/ filter option
failure to produce
datafile
failure to use merge
fields in standard letter
more than 10
consecutive words
omitted
non-use of index/table of
contents
non-use of styles
Providing the candidate has not incurred an IMMEDIATE FAIL (above), mark the errors in each task
within the assignment.
Penalise 1 error for each bullet point.
An original error repeated should not be penalised again, nor should a new compounded error due to
this original error.
Markers must use their judgement as to what constitutes additional errors i.e. not listed in the Marking
and Grading Scheme and record these under ‘other’ with an explanation.
An error is defined as:




An incorrect, omitted or additional character(s) within a word, number or formula
An instruction ignored or incorrectly performed (eg line spacing change, full justification)

Where specific countries use the comma instead of the decimal point, there is no penalty.
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Online Marking Forms

Level 3 Word Processing Online Form Continued
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

additional text (up to 5
words)
any keyboarding error
confused/misplaced merge
fields
errors within index/table of
contents
failure to change text
orientation
failure to create hyperlink
failure to import
object/file/image
failure to indent text
failure to insert page/section
breaks
failure to merge/split cells in
table
fancy bullets omitted
file not inserted in correct
folder
file not read-only when
instructed
header/footer misplaced
header/footer omitted
header/footer text error
inconsistent date format in
same task
incorrect design of style
incorrect formatting
incorrect margin(s)
incorrect positioning of
inserted text
incorrect properties
incorrect/inconsistent line
spacing
incorrect/omitted page
number
new folder not created
no conversion between text
and table when requested
non-creation of new template
non-use of borders
non-use of bullets
non-use of comments
omission/error in shading
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Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

omitted text (up to 9 words)
omitted/incorrect bookmark
omitted/incorrect caption
omitted/incorrect
footnote/endnote
omitted/incorrect watermark
text alignment not as
instructed
wrong case (word or
sentence)
wrong filename allocated
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Online Marking Forms

Level 3 Spreadsheets Online Form
Immediate Fails
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any file omitted
“IF” statement not used or incorrect
chart based on incorrect data
charts in wrong type of format
field/column not deleted
field/column not inserted
figures used instead of a formula
incomplete formulae printout
incorrect pivot table
incorrect sort (primary or secondary) /
or sort omitted
more than 1 wrong formula with 1
wrong replication
no absolute cells used when
instructed
spreadsheet data not linked or
combined
spreadsheet not exported when
instructed
Providing the candidate has not incurred an IMMEDIATE FAIL (above), mark the errors in each task
within the assignment.
Penalise 1 error for each bullet point.
An original error repeated should not be penalised again, nor should a new compounded error due to
this original error.
Markers must use their judgement as to what constitutes additional errors i.e. not listed in the Marking
and Grading Scheme and record these under ‘other’ with an explanation.
An error is defined as:




An incorrect, omitted or additional character(s) within a word, number or formula
An instruction ignored or incorrectly performed (eg line spacing change, full justification)

Where specific countries use the comma instead of the decimal point, there is no penalty.
Please note the following point in relation to Spreadsheets assignments: if the column width is too
narrow to display data then the candidate should be penalised under ‘each column width too narrow’.
However you should expand the column to check the data entered within the column and mark the data
entered.
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Online Marking Forms

Level 3 Spreadsheets Online Form Continued
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

a column not formatted whether for
currency, numbers or dates
any keyboarding error
each column of replication for this formula
(but see FAIL)
each column width too narrow**
each formula truncated in the column (up
to a maximum of 4)
each wrong or omitted chart label or
heading
grand total omitted
grand total text omitted
heading omitted or any heading errors
heading omitted or with errors
inclusion of a total or amount when not
requested (each instance)
incorrect axis label / orientation
incorrect formatting, (word(s), figures,
decimals or currency or merged cells)
subtotal figures/text omitted
the first incorrect formula
wrong alignment of text or figures in
column
wrong line spacing – 1 error per
instruction
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Online Marking Forms

Level 3 Database Online Form
Immediate Fails
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any file omitted
data entry form omitted
field not inserted
field not deleted
incorrect query selection
primary/secondary sort
not done or incorrect
record not added
record not deleted
report/data screen not in
specified format
tables not linked
Providing the candidate has not incurred an IMMEDIATE FAIL (above), mark the errors in each task
within the assignment.
Penalise 1 error for each bullet point.
An original error repeated should not be penalised again, nor should a new compounded error due to
this original error.
Markers must use their judgement as to what constitutes additional errors i.e. not listed in the Marking
and Grading Scheme and record these under ‘other’ with an explanation.
An error is defined as:




An incorrect, omitted or additional character(s) within a word, number or formula
An instruction ignored or incorrectly performed (eg line spacing change, full justification)

Where specific countries use the comma instead of the decimal point, there is no penalty.
Please note the following point in relation to Spreadsheets and Database assignments: if the column
width is too narrow to display data then the candidate should be penalised under ‘each column width too
narrow’. However you should expand the column to check the data entered within the column and mark
the data entered.
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Online Marking Forms

Level 3 Database Online Form Continued
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any keyboarding error
(counted as 1 error if
many errors in the same
word)
each column not
formatted
each column width too
narrow**
failure to save file as
field headings in wrong
order
fields in wrong order
grand total omitted
grand total text omitted
graphic omitted
altogether
omission of a footer or
header
omission of a heading
rtf /html when requested
subtotal omitted, each
instance
text alignment in
columns not as
instructed
wrong case (word or
sentence)
wrong formatting (1
word or many)
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Online Marking Forms

Level 3 Presentation Software Online Form
Immediate Fails
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any file omitted
graphic omitted
hyperlinks not created
imported/embedded object
from different software
package not included
master slide not created
sound file omitted
speaker’s note omitted
time-line based tools not
used
video clip omitted
Providing the candidate has not incurred an IMMEDIATE FAIL (above), mark the errors in each task
within the assignment.
Penalise 1 error for each bullet point.
An original error repeated should not be penalised again, nor should a new compounded error due to
this original error.
Markers must use their judgement as to what constitutes additional errors i.e. not listed in the Marking
and Grading Scheme and record these under ‘other’ with an explanation.
An error is defined as:




An incorrect, omitted or additional character(s) within a word, number or formula
An instruction ignored or incorrectly performed (eg line spacing change, full justification)

Where specific countries use the comma instead of the decimal point, there is no penalty.
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Online Marking Forms

Level 3 Presentation Software Online Form Continued
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any keyboarding error
background not selected or
applied as instructed, each
instance
design template not applied
existing/new file not saved in
appropriate format
not manipulated as
instructed
no evidence of master slide
or different formatting
techniques
no evidence that sound/
video files have been edited
correctly
not saved as a stand-alone
show
only 1 template used
pictures/objects/shapes/lines
not inserted/resized
presentation does not look
professional
presentation not exported
into word processing format
slide layout not adapted
using bullets, borders,
shading, numbering and
colours
slide transitions not applied
as instructed
slides not
added/deleted/moved as
instructed, each instance
sound/video not adjusted as
instructed
text not
inserted/manipulated as
instructed, each instance
Text/objects not aligned as
instructed
Timing of animations is
unsuitable
Timings not applied as
instructed
Wrong case (word or
sentence)
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APPENDIX 2

67

Appendix 2 – Marked and Annotated Sample Scripts

Marked and Annotated Sample Scripts
This Appendix shows marked and annotated copies of sample candidates’ scripts for the Level 2 Sample
Assignments across all four units; (these sample assignments are available on the LCCI website).
These have been provided to support the Centre Marker in using the new marking system; interpreting
and using the marking schemes, identifying other errors not listed in marking schemes and completing
the mark sheets. Please bear in mind that the paper-based marking sheets shown here is just to
indicate how the sheets are to be completed; when actually marking, sheets must be completed on the
Internet Portal.


Pages 68 – 73 - Word Processing sample script (Files: WP2SAMT1, WP2SAMT2, WP2SAMT3,
WP2SAMT4) and marking sheet



Pages 74 – 85 - Spreadsheets sample script (Files: SS2SAMT1A, SS2SAMT1B, SS2SAMT2A,
SS2SAMT2B, SS2SAMT3A -1, SS2SAMT3A – 2, SS2SAMT3A – 3, SS2SAMT3B, SS2SAMT4A,
SS2SAMT4B) and marking sheet



Pages 86 – 91 - Database sample script (Files: DB2SAMT1, DB2SAMT2, DB2SAMT3,
DB2SAMT4) and marking sheet



Pages 92 – 97 - Presentation Software sample script (Files: PS2SAMT1, PS2SAMT2, PS2SAMT3,
PA2ASAMT4) and marking sheet
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WP2SAMT1

TASK 1

Cost
column
not right
aligned

Apostrophe omitted
from title

PRESTIGE HEALTH CLUB

THIS MONTHS NEW CLASSES!
Day

Time
10-11 am

Weeks Cost
(£)
6
12.00

Hi Lo Aerobics

Monday

Body Balance

Mandy

Monday

8-9 pm

4

10.00

Alison

Aqua Aerobics

Tuesday

6-7 pm

8

20.00

Gavin

Body Pump

Wednesday

9.30-10.30 am

8

32.00

Sally

Spinning

Wednesday

12.30-1 pm

6

12.00

Ernie

Pilates Clinic

Thursday

10-11 am

5

22.50

Karen

Running Club

Friday

6-6.30 pm

10

25.00

Rachel

The above classes are all suitable for beginners.
Intermediate and advanced classes may be available if
sufficient interest is shown. Please contact the class
leader for further details.

Extra gridlines included in the
table – not as instructed
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Leader

All fees are payable in
advance. Class members
are requested to dress
appropriately for each class.

Club Info

WP2SAMT2

TASK 2

PRESTIGE HEALTH CLUBS

Main heading
underlined

Header
in lower
case

FITNESS PLUS ENJOYMENT

Thank you for your interest in our club. We look forward to welcoming you
there

soon.

The atmosphere is relaxed and informal, making

it the

perfect venue for meeting fellow members, entertaining friends and family
or just relaxing and reading the paper.
OPENING HOURS

Section headings not in bold –
Style not amended correctly

Our clubs open daily at 6.30 am and close at 11 pm which means that,
however busy your day, there is usually time for a workout! A range of
activities is scheduled throughout the day and timetables are available
from the Reception staff.
MEMBERSHIP CARDS
Please bring your membership card with you every time you visit the club.
This is an important security measure and members who do not present
their card on arrival may be refused entry. If you lose your card, a
replacement can be provided.
5 words omitted
GUESTS
Guests may be invited onto club premises. This fee is payable on arrival.
Guests must be accompanied by the member at all times and the member
is responsible for the behaviour of his/her guest(s).
1 word omitted

LOCKERS

Uneven
right
margin

Members are advised to store their possessions in the changing room lockers.
Your membership card acts as a key to the locker.
CLOTHING
Everyone using the fitness areas must be suitably attired in sports kit.
Training shoes must be worn at all times. However, please note that you
may be refused entry into the bar or restaurant if you are inappropriately
dressed.
FOOD AND DRINK
Please make sure that you drink plenty of water during your workout. Water
fountains are located around the gym and fitness areas. Food is not
permitted anywhere in the club except in the bar and restaurant.
For further details, please contact us at www.prestige.co.uk. We look forward to
hearing from you soon!
Footer in wrong position70
– should be on left

Candidate B

WP2SAMT3

TASK 3

Memorandum
To:

Tina Davies

CC:

All Club Managers

From:

Shukri Jaamac

Date:

4/16/2010

Re:

New Membership Fees

To/From Details
transposed

Incorrect spelling
of Management

The Senior Mangement Team has just agreed the new membership fees, effective
from the end of next month. You will notice that we have decided to remove
certain categories of membership from our listing. We have done this because of
pressure from our competitors. All existing members will be informed of the
change. However, new members who have not yet completed their direct debit
mandate should be advised of the new rates as soon as possible.
Please make sure that all front line staff are aware of the new figures, as shown below.
AMENDED MEMBERSHIP FEES
Category

Monthly Subscription

Family
Child of Family/Nanny
Individual
Child of Individual
5-day (Off Peak)
Student
Senior 60+ Family
Senior 60+ Individual

Joining
Fee
£250
£0
£150
£40
£150
£125
£180
£135

Guests
Playing Guest - Adult
Playing Guest - Junior
Social Guest - Adult
Social Guest - Junior
Social Guest -Ad/Jun

Period
per visit
per visit
peak
peak
off peak

Fee Payable
£12
£10
£10
£6
£0

£76
£16
£54
£16
£38
£40
£52
£30

Please let me know of any concerns you may have.

All of spreadsheet
imported – second part
not required

CONFIDENTIAL
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WP2SAMT4

TASK 4
Omission of page
border

Incorrect font size – Arial 16
point instead of 14 point

A range of new classes will
commence shortly. You are
warmly invited to attend.
Please make sure that you
enrol for your preferred class
at least seven days prior to
its start date, otherwise we
cannot guarantee that the
class will run. On payment
of the course fee, you will be
given an enrolment card that
you must present to the
class leader at the first
meeting.

must be worn for all classes.
Please do not bring glass
bottles into the exercise
areas. Water fountains are
located throughout the club.

We hope that you will enjoy
your new class and find it
beneficial to your fitness
regime.
Inconsistent
spacing between
paragraphs

Please arrive promptly for
your class. We would ask
you not to enter a class late
unless you have
prearranged it with the class
leader. This avoids
disruption to class warm-up
sessions.

Justified right margin
not used

Members are requested to
wear exercise clothing
appropriate to the activity
being performed. Shoes
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Level 2 Word Processing Online Marking Form
Immediate Fails
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any file omitted
any incomplete display
more than 10
consecutive words
omitted
non- use of table (tab
used)

Providing the candidate has not incurred an IMMEDIATE FAIL (above), mark the errors in each task within the
assignment.
Penalise 1 error for each bullet point.
An original error repeated should not be penalised again, nor should a new compounded error due to this original
error.
Markers must use their judgement as to what constitutes additional errors ie not listed in the Marking and Grading
Scheme and record these under ‘other’ with an explanation.
An error is defined as:

•
•

An incorrect, omitted or additional character(s) within a word, number or formula
An instruction ignored or incorrectly performed (eg line spacing change, full justification)

Where specific countries use the comma instead of the decimal point, there is no penalty.
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Level 2 Word Processing Online Marking Form Continued
Number
of
Errors
2

1
1
3

1

1
1
2
1
1
1

2

Type of Errors
any keyboarding error
additional text (up to 5 words)
columns not used/formatted
failure to amend table contents
failure to amend table sequence
failure to fit text on one page
failure to merge/split cells in table
fancy bullets omitted
file not inserted in correct folder
header/footer misplaced
header/footer omitted
header/footer text error
incorrect formatting, per
instruction
incorrect paper orientation
inserted files in wrong position
new folder not created
Non-use of template
non-use of inserted files
non-use of styles
omission of border
omission of shading
omitted text (up to 9 words)
omitted/incorrect page border
table columns not added/deleted
text / monetary items not aligned
correctly
transposed text
wrong case (word or sentence)
wrong filename allocated
wrong line spacing
wrong margin

Comments
T1 – apostrophe omitted in heading
T3 – spelling of Management

T2 – footer in wrong position
T2 – header in lower case
T2 – main heading underlined
T4 – wrong font size
T4 – inconsistent spacing between paragraphs
T3 – complete spreadsheet imported

T2 – bold not used
T1 – extra gridlines printed
T2 – para 4 – 5 words omitted
T2 – para 5 – 1 word omitted
T4 - omitted page border
T1 – cost column not aligned
T3 – To/From details transposed

T2 – uneven right margin
T4 – not justified

CANDIDATE GRADE: Fail (15 errors and 2 minor errors)
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SS2SAMT1A

TASK 1a

OCEAN VOYAGES - PASSENGERS

Year 2006
Year 2005

7560
Atlantic
5487

O
c
e Indian
a
n

6545
4633

8230
Pacific

6400

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

Passengers

Chart produced on
A4 portrait instead of
landscape
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6000

7000

8000

9000

SS2SAMT1B

TASK 1b

EXTRACT FROM REPORT BY CANDIDATE A
The number of passengers who have booked for our 3 ocean voyages is
very satisfactory. Passenger numbers have been increasing from year
to year as the graph below shows.

OCEAN VOYAGES - PASSENGERS

Year 2005
Year 2006

8230

9000
8000

6400

6000

7560

6545

7000

5487

4633

5000
Passengers
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
Pacific
Indian

Ocean

Atlantic
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SS2SAMT2A

TASK 2a
Heading not in
bold

A

C

D

E

F

Brochure Cost
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

Insurance
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

G

H

I

Excursions

True Cost
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

ATHENAVILLE TRAVEL

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

B

Insurance
Ship Ref

Cabin Type

5%
No of Nights

Subtotals
Average

Nightly Rate

Insurance in
wrong cell –
should be C3
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Early Booking
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.00

SS2SAMT2B

TASK 2b

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

ATHENAVILLE TRAVEL

1
2
3

Insurance

0.05

4
5

Ship Ref

Cabin Type

No of Nights

Nightly Rate

Brochure Cost

Insurance

Early Booking

Excursions

True Cost

6

=C6*D6

=E6*$D$3

=IF(E6>5000,E6*9.5%,E6*8%)

=SUM(E6,F6,H6)-G6

7

=C7*D7

=E7*$D$3

=IF(E7>5000,E7*9.5%,E7*8%)

=SUM(E7,F7,H7)-G7

8

=C8*D8

=E8*$D$3

=IF(E8>5000,E8*9.5%,E8*8%)

=SUM(E8,F8,H8)-G8

=SUM(F6:F8)

=SUM(G6:G8)

9

Subtotals

=SUM(E6:E8)

10

Average

=AVERAGE(E6:E8)
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=SUM(H6:H8)

=SUM(I6:I8)

SS2SAMT3A - 1

TASK 3a – 1

A

Underscore omitted
from heading

B

C

D

E

ATHENAVILLE TRAVEL

1

F

G

H

I

PACIFIC OCEAN

2

Insurance

3

5%

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ship Ref
PG1
PL2
PS3
Subtotals
Average

Cabin Type
Grand Luxe
Ultra Luxe
Standard

No of Nights
20
28
25

Nightly Rate
£516.45
£338.50
£175.20

Brochure Cost
£10,329.00
£9,478.00
£4,380.00
£24,187.00
£8,062.33

Incorrect figure –
should be 19, not 20
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Insurance
£516.45
£473.90
£219.00
£1,209.35

Early Booking
£981.26
£900.41
£350.40
£2,232.07

Excursions
£450.00
£384.00
£189.00
£1,023.00

True Cost
£10,314.19
£9,435.49
£4,437.60
£24,187.28

SS2SAMT3A - 2

TASK 3a – 2

A

B

C

D

E

ATHENAVILLE TRAVEL

1

F

G

H

Early Booking
£1,149.50
£766.08
£337.50
£2,253.08

Excursions
£450.00
£288.00
£175.00
£913.00

I

INDIAN OCEAN

2

Insurance

3

5%

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ship Ref
IG1
IL2
IS3
Subtotals
Average

Cabin Type
Grand Luxe
Ultra Luxe
Standard

No of Nights
22
28
25

Nightly Rate
£550.00
£288.00
£168.75

Brochure Cost
£12,100.00
£8,064.00
£4,218.75
£24,382.75
£8,127.58

Insurance
£605.00
£403.20
£210.94
£1,219.14

True Co
£12,005.
£7,989.
£4,267.
£24,261.

Column contents
only partially visible
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SS2SAMT3A - 3

TASK 3a – 3

A

Typographical error

B

C

D

E

F

ATHENAVILLE TRAVEL

1

G

H

Early Booking
£1,243.91
£722.32
£338.00
£2,304.23

Excursions
£485.00
£432.00
£175.00
£1,092.00

I

ATLNTIC OCEAN

2

Insurance

3

5%

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ship Ref
AG1
AL2
AS3
Subtotals
Average

Cabin Type
Grand Luxe
Ultra Luxe
Standard

No of Nights
25
28
25

Nightly Rate
£523.75
£271.55
£169.00

Brochure Cost
£13,093.75
£7,603.40
£4,225.00
£24,922.15
£8,307.38
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Insurance
£654.69
£380.17
£211.25
£1,246.11

True Cost
£12,989.53
£7,693.25
£4,273.25
£24,956.03

SS2SAMT3B
Gridlines not removed as
instructed

TASK 3b

ATHENAVILLE TRAVEL
Insurance

Ship Ref
AG1
AS3
AL2
Subtotals
Average

Cabin Type
Grand Luxe
Standard
Ultra Luxe

ATLNTIC OCEAN
5%

No of Nights
25
25
28

Nightly Rate
£523.75
£169.00
£271.55

Graphic too small –
should cover A4 to A11
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Brochure Cost
£13,093.75
£4,225.00
£7,603.40
£24,922.15
£8,307.38

Insurance
£654.69
£211.25
£380.17
£1,246.11

Early Booking
£1,243.91
£338.00
£722.32
£2,304.23

Excursions
£485.00
£175.00
£432.00
£1,092.00

True Cost
£12,989.53
£4,273.25
£7,693.25
£24,956.03

SS2SAMT4A

TASK 4a
One word omitted

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

A
B
C
D
ULTRA LUXE COSTS COMPARED FOR A 28-NIGHT VOYAGE
Ocean
Atlantic
Indian
Pacific

True Cost
£7,693.25
£7,989.12
£9,435.49

Median

£7,989.12
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E

SS2SAMT4B

TASK 4b

A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

B

ULTRA LUXE COSTS COMPARED FOR A 28-NIGHT VOYAGE
Ocean
Atlantic
Indian
Pacific

True Cost
=Atlantic!$I$7
=Indian!$I$7
=Pacific!$I$7

Median

=MEDIAN(B4:B6)
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Level 2 Spreadsheets Online Marking Form
Immediate Fails
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any file omitted
any incomplete display
template hopelessly
wrong
incorrect primary sort
sort not done
field/column not deleted
field/column not inserted
record not deleted
record not added
absolute formulae not
used when instructed
figures used instead of a
formula
Providing the candidate has not incurred an IMMEDIATE FAIL (above), mark the errors in each task within the
assignment.
Penalise 1 error for each bullet point.
An original error repeated should not be penalised again, nor should a new compounded error due to this original
error.
Markers must use their judgement as to what constitutes additional errors ie not listed in the Marking and Grading
Scheme and record these under ‘other’ with an explanation.
An error is defined as:

•
•

An incorrect, omitted or additional character(s) within a word, number or formula
An instruction ignored or incorrectly performed (eg line spacing change, full justification)

Where specific countries use the comma instead of the decimal point, there is no penalty.
Please note the following point in relation to Spreadsheets assignments: if the column width is too narrow to
display data then the candidate should be penalised under ‘each column width too narrow’. However you should
expand the column to check the data entered within the column and mark the data entered.
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Level 2 Spreadsheets Online Marking Form Continued
Number
of
Errors
4

1

1

1

1
2

Type of Errors
any keyboarding error

chart data based on
wrong figures
each column width too
narrow**
each column/row not
formatted
each incorrect formula
each omission of
subtotal figures
error in absolute formula
filter not done when
requested
grand total text or
figures omitted
gridlines not hidden/not
inserted when instructed
heading omitted
incorrect axis label /
orientation
information entered into
incorrect rows/columns
no heading or chart
headings
no labels in chart
no task number
omission of all
occurrences of the word
“subtotal” is 1 error
omitted or misplaced
graphic
replicated formula - (but
see FAIL)
text alignment not as
instructed
unrequested total or
amount
wrong filename allocated
wrong format (text or
figures)
wrong type of chart
Other

Comments
T2 – incorrect figure – Pacific
T2 – underscore omitted – Pacific
T2 – typographical error – Atlantic
T4 – word omitted from heading
T3 – Column I - Indian

T3 – gridlines - Atlantic

T2 – Insurance in wrong cell

T2 – bold not used for heading
T1 – chart produced on A4 portrait
T3 – incorrect graphic size

CANDIDATE GRADE: Pass (6 errors and 4 minor errors)
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DB2SAMT1

TASK 1
Inconsistent
capitalisation

Table 1 – Candidate A
ID Title First name
1 Mr John
2 Mrs Anna
3 Mr David
4 Ms Kathy
5 Mr Harry
6 Miss Jenny
7 Miss Marie
8 Mr George
9 Mrs Lucy
10 Mr Rob

Family Name
Carey
Carey
Potter
Jenkins
Belmont
Carter
Joseph
Smith
Smith
Morley

Incorrect title – Ms
instead of Mrs

Street
15 Darwin Road
15 Darwin Road
6 Milner Road
34 Forest Road
84 High Road
44 North Crescent
15 Denby Street
14 Weston Grange
14 Weston Grange
25 Forest Road

Postcode
PR3 5TD
PR3 5TD
PR4 6MP
PR3 8NF
PR2 7KM
PR3 5DJ
PR5 8TA
PR4 6DT
PR4 6DT
PR3 8NT

Town
Porchester
Porchester
Porchester
Porchester
Porchester
Porchester
Porchester
Porchester
Porchester
Porchester

Incorrect address details
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Telephone
01203
01203
01296
01265
01234
01266
01277
01293
01293
01254

DB2SAMT2

TASK 2

Incorrect Membership
No – should be MY10

Incorrect spelling of
Green

Amended Table 2 – Candidate A
First
name
1 Mr
John
10 Mr
Rob
11 Ms
Pauline
12 Mr
John
13 Mr
Bob
14 Mr
Bill
2 Mrs Anna
3 Mr
David
4 Ms
Kathy
5 Mr
Harry
6 Miss Jenny

ID

Title

Family
Name
Carey
Morley
Greene
Staple
Carstairs
Carstairs
Carey
Potter
Jenkins
Belmont
Carter

Street

Postcode Telephone Membership No

15 Darwin Road
25 Forest Road
14 Queenston Road
51 Cherry Drive
22 The Boltons
22 The Boltons
15 Darwin Road
6 Milner Road
34 Forest Road
84 High Road
44 North Crescent

ID field should be left
aligned
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PR3 5TD
PR3 8NT
PR2 9TT
PR4 5ED
PR5 2JT
PR5 2JT
PR3 5TD
PR4 6MP
PR3 8NF
PR2 7KM
PR3 5DJ

01203
01254
01279
01269
01249
01249
01203
01296
01265
01234
01266

CY1
RM10
GN11
SE12
CS13
CS14
CY2
PR3
JS4
BT5
CR6

DB2SAMT3

TASK 3a

Amended File For Query
First Family Date
ID Title
Sport
name Name Joined
1 Mr John Carey
4/6/01 Tennis
10 Mr

Rob

Morley

5/9/04 Swimming

11 Ms

Pauline Greene

12 Mr

John

Staple

13 Mr

Bob

Carstairs 5/5/06 Swimming

14 Mr

Bill

Carstairs 5/5/06 Tennis

8/5/06 Bowls

16/5/06 Bowls

2 Mrs Anna

Carey

3 Mr

David

Potter

4 Ms

Kathy

Jenkins

5 Mr

Harry

Belmont 2/10/04 Tennis

6 Miss Jenny Carter

4/6/01 Tennis
17/8/04 Swimming
9/9/03 Bowls

15/6/06 Bowls

Street
15 Darwin
Road
25 Forest
Road
14
Queenston
Road
51 Cherry
Drive
22 The
Boltons
22 The
Boltons
15 Darwin
Road
6 Milner
Road
34 Forest
Road
84 High
Road
44 North
Crescent

PR3 5TD 01203

Membership
No
CY1

PR3 8NT 01254

RM10

PR2 9TT 01279

GN11

PR4 5ED 01269

SE12

PR5 2JT

01249

CS13

PR5 2JT

01249

CS14

Postcode Telephone

PR3 5TD 01203

CY2

PR4 6MP 01296

PR3

PR3 8NF 01265

JS4

PR2 7KM 01234

BT5

PR3 5DJ 01266

CR6

Transposition of Swimming and
Tennis for Bob and Bill Carstairs
– 1 error only

TASK 3b
Query 1
First
Title
name
Mrs Anna

Family Date
Sport
Name Joined
Carey
4/6/01 Tennis

15 Darwin Road PR3 5TD 01203

Membership
No
CY2

Mr

John

Carey

15 Darwin Road PR3 5TD 01203

CY1

Mr

Harry

Belmont 2/10/04 Tennis

84 High Road

BT5

4/6/01 Tennis

Street

ID field omitted from Query
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Postcode Telephone

PR2 7KM 01234

DB2SAMT4

TASK 4

Street column not wide
enough to show all details

LIST OF CLUB MEMBERS
Sport
Bowls

Title

First name

Family Name

Street

Postcode

Telephone

Miss
Ms
Ms
Mr

Jenny
Pauline
Kathy
John

Carter
Greene
Jenkins
Staple

44 North Cresce
14 Queenston R
34 Forest Road
51 Cherry Drive

PR3 5DJ
PR2 9TT
PR3 8NF
PR4 5ED

01266
01279
01265
01269

Mr
Mr
Mr

Bob
Rob
David

Carstairs
Morley
Potter

22 The Boltons
25 Forest Road
6 Milner Road

PR5 2JT
PR3 8NT
PR4 6MP

01249
01254
01296

Mr
Mrs
Mr
Mr

Harry
Anna
John
Bill

Belmont
Carey
Carey
Carstairs

84 High Road
15 Darwin Road
15 Darwin Road
22 The Boltons

PR2 7KM
PR3 5TD
PR3 5TD
PR5 2JT

01234
01203
01203
01249

Swimming

Tennis

Candidate A

Date omitted from footer
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Level 2 Database Online Marking Form
Immediate Fails
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any file omitted / not
exported
any incomplete display
incorrect primary sort
sort not done
field/column not deleted
field/column not inserted
record not deleted
record not added
incorrect selection
report omitted or not in
report format
Providing the candidate has not incurred an IMMEDIATE FAIL (above), mark the errors in each task within the
assignment.
Penalise 1 error for each bullet point.
An original error repeated should not be penalised again, nor should a new compounded error due to this original
error.
Markers must use their judgement as to what constitutes additional errors ie not listed in the Marking and Grading
Scheme and record these under ‘other’ with an explanation.
An error is defined as:

•
•

An incorrect, omitted or additional character(s) within a word, number or formula
An instruction ignored or incorrectly performed (eg line spacing change, full justification)

Where specific countries use the comma instead of the decimal point, there is no penalty.
Please note the following point in relation to Database assignments: if the column width is too narrow to display
data then the candidate should be penalised under ‘each column width too narrow’. However you should expand
the column to check the data entered within the column and mark the data entered.
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Level 2 Databases Online Marking Form Continued
Number
of
Errors
1
1

1

1

1

Type of Errors
abbreviated data
any keyboarding error
each column not
formatted
each column width too
narrow**
extra field(s) -displayed
field headings not in
given order on queries
and reports
omission of a footer
primary Key ID omitted
from first display
report not modified as
instructed
secondary sort not done
or incorrect
text alignment not as
instructed
wrong case (word or
sentence
wrong data in lookup
table – each instance
wrong filename allocated
wrong formatting (1
word or many)

5
other

Comments
T3 – Transposition of Swimming and Tennis
T4 – Street column not wide enough

T4 – no date in footer

T2 – wrong alignment of ID field

T1 – inconsistent capitalisation (First name)
T3 – ID field omitted from query
T1 – Ms instead of Mrs Kathy Jenkins
T1 – 44 not 4 North Crescent
T2 – wrong spelling of Greene
T2 – RM10 instead of MY10

CANDIDATE GRADE: Pass (9 errors and 1 minor error)
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PS2SAMT1
TASK 1

Jesmond
• The NEJesmond Hotel is a new hotel
• A historic town house
• Approximately 5 miles from Newcastle
Airport
• Jesmond Dene is a popular wooded valley
with quaint bridges

NE Hotel
Jesmond

Candidate's Name

Candidate's Name

1

Hotel Facilities

Room Information

• 35 bedrooms, all with en-suite facilities
• Television, internet and 24-hour room
service.
• New gym which can be used by guests
• A 15m swimming pool, Jacuzzi and sauna
• Two restaurants, one featuring seafood

Candidate's Name

2

• Standard Single
– Number of Beds

1

£95.00

1

£130.00

2

£130.00

• Standard Double
– Number of Beds

• Twin Room
– Number of Beds

• Family Room
– Number of Beds
3
£160.00
– Double Bed and Bunk Beds

3

Candidate's Name

No hyphen
required

4

Incorrect figure –
should be £150,000

Blank slide 5
omitted
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PS2SAMT2

TASK 2

Jesmond
• The NEJesmond Hotel is a new hotel
• A historic town house
• Approximately 5 miles from Newcastle
Airport
• Jesmond Dene is a popular wooded valley
with quaint bridges

NE Hotel
Jesmond

Candidate's Name

1

Candidate's Name

Room Information

Hotel Facilities

• Standard Single

• 35 bedrooms, all with en-suite facilities
• Television, internet and 24-hour room
service.
• New gym which can be used by guests
• A 15m swimming pool, Jacuzzi and sauna
• Two restaurants, one featuring seafood

Candidate's Name

2

– Number of Beds

1

£95.00

1

£130.00

2

£130.00

• Standard Double
– Number of Beds

• Twin Room
– Number of Beds

• Family Room
– Number of Beds
3
£160.00
– Double Bed and Bunk Beds

3

Candidate's Name

Candidate is not
penalised again for
missing blank slide 5 –
error occurred in Task 1
and the candidate has
already been penalised
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4

Inconsistent
alignment of
headings

PS2SAMT3
TASK 3

Jesmond
• The NEJesmond Hotel is a new hotel
• A historic town house
• Approximately 5 miles from Newcastle

NE Hotel

Airport

Jesmond

• Jesmond Dene is a popular wooded valley
with quaint bridges

Candidate's Name

1

Candidate's Name

Hotel Facilities

2

Room Information

• 35 bedrooms, all with enen-suite facilities
• Television, internet and 24 hour room

• Standard Single

service.
• New gym which can be used by guests
• A 15m swimming pool, Jacuzzi and sauna
• Two restaurants, one featuring seafood

Candidate's Name

– Number of Beds

1

£95.00

– Number of Beds

1

£130.00

– Number of Beds

2

£130.00

• Standard Double
• Twin Room

• Family Room

– Number of Beds
3
£160.00
– Double Bed and Bunk Beds

3

Candidate's Name

One word
omitted

4

Speaker Notes for Slide 4
These are the standard rates only.
Special offers are regularly available.
Ring our helpline on 08000 152 252

Candidate is not
penalised again for
missing blank slide 5 –
error occurred in Task 1
and the candidate has
already been penalised

One additional
word
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PS2SAMT4

TASK 4

Jesmond
• The NEJesmond Hotel is a new hotel
• A historic town house
• Approximately 5 miles from Newcastle

NE Hotel

Airport
• Jesmond Dene is a popular wooded valley
with quaint bridges

Jesmond

Candidate's Name

Candidate's Name

1

Bookings –
Forecast –v- Actual

Room Information
– Number of Beds

• Standard Double

JESMOND BOOKINGS

1

£95.00

30

– Number of Beds

1

£130.00

– Number of Beds

2

£130.00

• Twin Room

• Family Room

35

25

BOOKINGS

• Standard Single

2

20
Forecast
A ctual
15

10

– Number of Beds
3
£160.00
– Double Bed and Bunk Beds

5

0
Jan

Feb

Mar

A pr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

MONTHS

Candidate's Name

3

Candidate's Name

4

Hotel Facilities
• 35 bedrooms, all with enen-suite facilities
• Television, internet and 2424-hour room

service
• New gym which can be used by guests
• A 15m swimming pool, Jacuzzi and sauna
• Two restaurants, and one featuring
seafood
Candidate's Name

Candidate is not
penalised again for
missing blank slide –
error occurred in Task 1
and the candidate has
already been penalised

5
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Level 2 Presentation Software Online Marking Form
Immediate Fails
Number
of
Errors

Type of Errors

Comments

any file omitted
graphic omitted or incomplete
object missing
action button missing
hyperlinks not created
slide omitted (except blank
slide)
animations/transitions/timings
not inserted

Providing the candidate has not incurred an IMMEDIATE FAIL (above), mark the errors in each task within the
assignment.
Penalise 1 error for each bullet point.
An original error repeated should not be penalised again, nor should a new compounded error due to this original
error.
Markers must use their judgement as to what constitutes additional errors ie not listed in the Marking and Grading
Scheme and record these under ‘other’ with an explanation.
An error is defined as:

•
•

An incorrect, omitted or additional character(s) within a word, number or formula
An instruction ignored or incorrectly performed (eg line spacing change, full justification)

Where specific countries use the comma instead of the decimal point, there is no penalty.
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Level 2 Presentation Software Online Form Marking Continued
Number
of
Errors
2

1

1

1

Type of Errors
animations/transitions/timings
incorrectly inserted
any keyboarding error
background not applied
consistently
blank slide not inserted
fancy bullets omitted
graphic omitted
header/footer/slide
number/date missing
image not manipulated
inconsistent heading, subhead and bullet text style
alignment
incorrect line spacing
incorrect link created
slides not formatted as
specified per instruction
slides not re-ordered
speaker notes not added or
added incorrectly
template design not applied at
all or inconsistently
text not inserted as specified
wrong case (word or sentence)
wrong filename allocated
Other

Comments

T1 – S3 – typographical
T1 – S4 – typographical
T1 – no slide 5

T3 – inconsistent alignment of headings

T3 – 2 typographical errors on speaker
notes

CANDIDATE GRADE: Credit (3 errors and 2 minor errors)
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LCCI IQ Level 1 Certificate in Practical ICT Skills
The above qualification content has been assessed by e-skills UK as addressing employer
defined skills requirements, as identified within the National Occupational Standards (NOS).
The NOS has been developed by e-skills UK (the Sector Skills Council for IT & Telecoms) in
partnership with leading ICT and Business Employers.
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EDI
International House
Siskin Parkway East
Middlemarch Business Park
Coventry CV3 4PE
UK
Tel. +44 (0) 8707 202909
Fax. +44 (0) 2476 516505
Email. enquiries@ediplc.com
www.ediplc.com
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